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Details of Visit:

Author: sexytommy1
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 10 Jul 2017 11:00
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 425
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Hotel near Barbican tube, perfectly adequate (although I prefer more mirrors) 

The Lady:

Looks pretty much as expected. The profile pictures a tad "glammed up" but nothing misleading and
in any event her selfies a true reflection.
Whilst I am not the best when it comes to assessing age, I would suggest that she is closer to 40
than 32 as indicated. Given the time Estelle was away from Maxes this approximate age would
make sense as well.
Regardless of age Estelle is still in very good shape, very petit, very little fat although perhaps not
as gym firm & toned as the pictures would convey.

The Story:

Everything leading up to this meeting was a complete disaster.
When I called reception a week or so before the booking I booked Vivienne for the 10 July and
Estelle for the 14th July. When I called on the 10th July to confirm my booking with Vivienne
everything seemed ok but a few hours late and I still hadn't received the confirmation texts. So, I
called back and was told that my number had been blacklisted. The receptionist asked me dd I
know why and I said the only possible reason is that I had been blacklisted because of my last
review. The receptionist said she didn’t think that would be the case. Whilst I doubted that very
much I didn't see any benefit in arguing with the receptionist and it wasn't her fault
I emailed Max and his response was that I had not been blacklisted but a number of girls (although
despite a couple of requests he wouldn't reveal which girls) had asked not to accept bookings as
they didn’t think they could measure up to my standards due the controversial nature of my last
review of Lauren Tiffany and Ellie which apparently caused something of a stir amongst the girls. I
have my doubts whether this is true but in either scenario I don't think the agency comes across
well.in the end I fell back on a girl from adult work (see my last review)
Either a) A significant number of girls at Maxes need to grow up and be able to accept honest
criticism. At the end of the day it is on you to deliver services as promised and to reflect your
pictures
Or b) The Agency is controlling the girls which I can see in order to control negative reviews.
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Evidently not all girls had "blacklisted" me and Max indicated that my booking with Estelle was still
able to go forward. I had spoken to Estelle on the forum since the review drama so I knew she was
still ok to see me. Naturally Max also had no concerns on Estelle not delivering!
However, when I confirmed the booking on the morning of the 14th for Estelle the same thing
happened that I never received the confirmation text so I had to ring up again. The problem was
that my booking was quite early so the delay in getting the address was not at all helpful. By the
time I got the text I had already took a gamble and got the train to west London (her location listed
on profile). I then got the text that she was based in Barbican
Time was getting on so I had to race across London but my tube went out of service one stop
before Barbican so I ran the rest of the Journey. Given how hot it was on that day I arrived in
something of a state and 5 minutes or so late
I can't remember now a blow by blow account of everything that went on but Estelle is Amazing. I
had heard people say before that she doesn't have "no" in her vocabulary and they are spot on.
There was tons of facefucking in numerous positions, hard anal, pussy fisting (she got incredibly
wet when I was fisting her). My first load went directly down her throat whilst I was balls deep.
After I came the first time I did struggle staying hard consistently, so considering the absolute filth
Estelle was serving up I was little be disappointed in my own performance If am being honest. Just
a few days earlier I had performed much better with a girl from adult work far less filthy than Estelle.
Perhaps the heat the transport issues the stress of all the drama with maxes had taken a toll but
none of this was Estelle's fault.
I did manage to cum a second time and this time ended with a massive facial, I was surprised by
the volume I had left to be honest.
I had never tried water sports before but Estelle was also up for me pissing in her mouth and vice
versa, unfortunately both of us struggled to find our flow so that was a shame but I did manage to
get a trickle on her lips. Again, perhaps it was the heat although I had been drinking as much water
as I could manage. I am a little pee shy lol because 15 minutes after I left I was desperate for a piss
All in all, Estelle delivered in spades and if you love a true pornstar like experience Estelle is a
guaranteed good time it was just a shame it was preceded by all the nonsense with the agency.
I think I will probably call it a day with Maxes, unless I decide to revisit Alex, Estelle or Isabel. I just
don't need the drama but also there seems to be a shortage of reliable full service (including Anal)
girls available on the books.
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